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Creative work
Identikal’s work is driven by
creative tensions arising from the
brothers’ sometimes divergent
passions for technology and
style, resulting in a unique
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IF YOU HAVE EVER WONDERED WHAT THE PHUTURE LOOKED LIKE? JUST ASK THE IDENTIKAL TIWNS.

BY PETER CHEN

S

ometimes called “the most
famous twins in design,”
Nick and Adam Hayes
form the aptly named design
firm Identikal, whose eclectic
layouts, fonts, multimedia and
graphics have drawn recognition
in some of the hippest design
circles in Europe and America.
Nick and Adam grew up in
Camberwell in South London
and founded Identikal in 1998,
when they were fresh out of
university. They have been
working in London ever since,
making a name for themselves
with a diverse and continually
evolving body of work that is
at once playful and serious,
ranging from graphic design
and typography (they have over
250 fonts to their credit) to their
latest endeavor, electronic music.

and bass, the brothers describe
their work as “synaesthetic,”
meaning that they fuse multiple
senses into a single experience
(e.g., the ability to see music or
hear color). “We believe that
typography is all about playing
with visual sound,” explains
Nick. “With the introduction
of digital sound technology,
design and music have never
been closer. This is some extra
words. We use the same ideas
and technology in producing a
typeface as we do with producing
a beat, and the same layouts
for a design as for the rhythm
and arrangement of a track.”

hybridity in the way they image
organic bodies and vectorised
surfaces, as well as spaces that
simultaneously celebrate flatness
and 3D shapes.
“The tensions are simple,”
Nick says. “My brother is a ‘pixel
head’, and I am a ‘vector freak’.

“We believe that
typography is all about
playing with visual
sound,” explains Nick.”
When we work on a brief it
always starts with an argument;
what style will suit the client’s
needs? The more we argue, the
better the outcome of the work!”.
Inspired by contemporary
electronic music, especially drum

Towards the future
Identikal’s work is sometimes
described as futuristic, but part
of what makes it interesting
is the way the pair blends
contemporary visions of the
future with the ways past
generations have imagined
our present. “We are always
interested in how the future
should be perceived,” confirms
Nick. “But it’s always important
to learn from the past and how
other cultures respond to the
future, too. We like to look at
how other artists, writers and
scientists see the future and
this in turn helps to influence
how we perceive it to be. And
yes, sometimes the way the
past envisions of the future is
definitely better than how we
see it today we love ‘eighties
futurism,’ for example.
Identikal have created the
‘Typeviewer’ to allow clients to
test a typeface, before buying
the font on-line. The Typeviewer
technology allows users to
create their own samples by
typing out any word in real time,
and viewing their desired

font however they wish. The
Identikal Sound Shop will offer
‘royalty free’ audio for digital
music production, and sounds
for multimedia projects. Each
individual audio file will be
available to buy in batches called
‘sample kits’, a sample clip tester
will feature, allowing the testing
of sound clips before buying.
Also the Identikal Sound Shop
will feature four track EP’s
by underground music acts.
All sound products will be in
MP3 format and available to
download from the Internet.
Identikal shop
The Visual section of Identikal
shop will be split into two
sections, one for ‘Vector’ based
images and shapes, and the
other section for ‘Pixel’ based
images and textures. Vector
images will be available as
EPS files, and Pixel images will
be available as hi-res PDFs.
Sometimes called “the most
famous twins in design,” Nick
and Adam Hayes form the aptly
named design firm Identikal,
whose eclectic layouts, fonts,
multimedia and graphics have
drawn recognition in some
of the hippest design circles
in Europe and America.
Nick and Adam grew up in
Camberwell in South London
and founded Identikal in 1998,
when they were fresh out of
university. They have been
working in London ever since,
making a name for themselves
with a diverse and continually
evolving body of work that is
at once playful and serious,
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Inspired by contemporary
electronic music, especially drum
and bass, the brothers describe
their work as “synaesthetic,”
meaning that they fuse multiple
senses into a single experience
(e.g., the ability to see music or
hear color). “We believe that
typography is all about playing
with visual sound,” explains
Nick. “With the introduction of
digital sound technology, design
and music have never been
closer. We use the same ideas
and technology in producing a
typeface as we do with producing
a beat, and the same layouts for
a design as for the rhythm and
the arrangement of a track.”

ranging from graphic design
and typography (they have over
250 fonts to their credit) to their
latest endeavor, electronic music.
Identikal’s work is driven
by creative tensions arising
from the twin brothers’
sometimes divergent passions
for technology and style,
resulting in a unique hybridity
in the way they image organic
bodies and vectorised
surfaces, as well as spaces
that simultaneously celebrate
flatness and 3-dimensionality.
Identikal’s work is driven
by creative tensions arising
from the brothers’ sometimes
divergent passions for tech

Learning from the past
Identikal’s work is sometimes
described as futuristic, but part
of what makes it interesting
is the way the pair blends
contemporary visions of the
future with the ways past
generations have imagined
our present. “We are always
interested in how the future
should be perceived,” confirms
Nick. “But it’s always important
to learn from the past and
how other cultures respond to
the future, too. But it’s always
important to learn from the
past and how other cultures
respond to the future, too. We
like to look at how other artists,
writers and scientists see the

“Whose eclectic layouts, fonts, multimedia and
graphics have drawn recognition in some of the
hippest design circles in Europe and America”
and style, resulting in a unique
hybridity in the way they image
organic bodies and vectorised
surfaces, as well as spaces that
simultaneously celebrate flatness
and 3-dimensionality. “The
tensions are simple,” Nick says.
“My brother is a ‘pixel head’
— he loves texture — and I am
a ‘vector freak’ — I love flat
color. When we work on a brief it
always starts with an argument
— what style will suit the client’s
needs? The more we argue, the
better the outcome of the work!”

future and this in turn helps to
influence how we perceive it to
be. And yes, sometimes the way
the past envisions the future is
definitely better than how we see
it today, for example, how digital
typography, video games and LCD
screens really brought a vision
of the future to the masses.”
Identikal have created the
‘Typeviewer’ to allow clients to
test a typeface, before buying
the font on-line. The Typeviewer
technology allows users to
create their own samples by

Pixel images will be available
as hi-res PDFs. Some writing to
fill up space, else it will look bad.
Sometimes called “the most
famous twins in design,” Nick
and Adam Hayes form the aptly
named design firm Identikal,
whose eclectic layouts, fonts,
multimedia and graphics have
drawn recognition in some
of the hippest design circles
in Europe and America.

typing out any word in real
time, and viewing their desired
font however they wish.
Royalty Free
The Identikal Sound Shop will
offer ‘royalty free’ audio for
digital music production, and
sounds for multimedia projects.
Each individual audio file will be
available to buy in batches called
‘sample kits’, a sample clip tester
will feature, allowing the testing
of sound clips before buying.
Also the Identikal Sound Shop
will feature four track EP’s
by underground music acts.
All sound products will be in
MP3 format and available to
download from the Internet.
Also the Identikal Sound Shop
will feature four track EP’s
by underground music acts.
The Visual section of
Identikalshop.com will be
split into two sections, one
for ‘Vector’ based images and
shapes, and the other section
for ‘Pixel’ based images and
textures. Vector images will
be available as EPS files, and

Working in London
Nick and Adam grew up in
Camberwell in South London
and founded Identikal in 1998,
when they were fresh out of
university. They have been
working in London ever since,
making a name for themselves
with a diverse and continually
evolving body of work that is
at once playful and serious,
ranging from graphic design
and typography (they have over
250 fonts to their credit) to their
latest endeavor, electronic music.
Identikal’s work is driven
by creative tensions arising
from the brothers’ sometimes
divergent passions for
technology and style, resulting
in a unique hybridity in the way
they image organic bodies and
vectorised surfaces, as well
as spaces that simultaneously
celebrate flatness and 3D. “The
tensions are simple,” Nick says.
My brother is a ‘pixel head’ he
loves texture, and I love color.
When we work on a brief it.
always starts with an argument
— what style will suit the client’s
needs? The more we argue, the
better the outcome of the work!”
Inspired by contemporary
electronic music, especially drum
and bass, the brothers describe
their work as “synaesthetic,”
meaning that they fuse multiple
senses into a single experience .
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In 1927, stimula ted b y
the Ba uha us ex p er iments in ge o me tr i c
for m a nd the Lud wig & Ma yer type fa c e Er b a r, Pa ul

Renner sk etched a set of Ba uha us for m s ; wo r ki ng fr o m the s e ,

the p r ofessiona l letter d esig n of fice a t Baue r r e i nv e nte d the s a ns s e r i f
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b a sed on str ok es of even weig ht, p er fect cir c l e s a nd i s o s c e l e s tr i a ngl e s a nd

b r oug ht the Univer sa l Alp ha b et a nd Er b a r to th e i r d e fi ni ti v e typ o gr a p hi c fo r m.

Futur a is the fully d evelop ed p r ototyp e of the twenti e th c e ntur y ge o me tr i c s a ns

ser if. Futur a b eca me the most p op ula r sa ns ser if of the mi d d l e ye a r s o f the twe nti e th

centur y. T he or ig ina l ver sion of Futur a wa s q uite r a d ica l , e mp ha s i z i ng ge o me tr i c fo r ms

over r ecog nition. T he Futur a typ e-fa ce wa s cr ea ted b y P a ul Re nne r i n 1 9 2 8 . T he Futur a

typ efa ce wa s cr ea ted b y Pa ul Renner in 1928. It is a n imp o r ta nt fo nt, b e c a us e i t wa s the

fir st sa ns ser if font to b e wid ely a ccep ted a nd used .

In the or ig ina l typ efa ce, ther e wer e ma ny va r ia tions of indi v i d ua l l e tte r s , a nd the y we r e a l l

hig hly stylized . T he Futur a typ efa ce wa s cr ea ted b y Pa ul Re nne r i n 1 9 2 8 . It i s a n i mp o r ta nt
font, b eca use it wa s the fir st sa ns ser if font to b e wid ely ac c e p te d a nd us e d . T he o r i gi na l
ver sion of Futur a wa s q uite r a d ica l. Futur a b eca me the mos t p o p ul a r s a ns s e r i f o f the
mid d le yea r s of the twentieth centur y.

